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Dedication
Although this ebook is called ‘Sex, And How To Get It’, it also deals with talking to girls,
(Girls or Women, same difference). This ebook spends time on this because not being able to
communicate with the opposite sex can be one of the causes of not getting sex.
In fact, this ebook is dedicated to all those that have suffered torment, agony, frustration,
friction burns and sheer hell in trying to get their share of sex.
This is an information ebook, and I hope the information it contains will help

you to be much more successful with the opposite sex.

Introduction
Many years ago, I once asked my brother-in-law why he was so lucky with girls.
He was an ugly bastard, he had very smelly feet, (enough to make a goat stagger), he had
hardly any hair left even then, he had acne, his hands and fingernails were always filthy, yet he
could get a girl with no trouble at all.
I mean any girl, it made no difference to him, he would go into a café or a public house and
just choose a girl. Within minutes he was laughing and joking with her..
After thirty minutes or so, nine times out of ten, he would take her round the back, to some
convenient alleyway or whatever, and do the business.
Condoms were not a big thing in those days, and STD’s were not often met with either. Sex
these days is another matter and I often wonder if he would be able to shag so many girls, so
easily today.
Now please bear in mind that my brother-in-law was some kind of animal, he lived for beer
and sex, and hardly anything else.
But he knew how to get females and he knew how to get them horizontal, which is something
I did not know, so that’s why I asked him why he was so lucky with girls.
Anyhow, I asked him how and why he was so successful with the ladies. Do you know what
he said to me, he said, ‘It will be easier if I tell you what your doing wrong’.
He told me that I was putting women on a pedestal, and went on to say, your opening doors
for them, your complimenting them, your treating them like goddesses, your dammed nigh
worshipping them, and you will never get sex out of any of them and they will regard you as just
a friend.

Just keep remembering that in the normal sized girl, there is about thirty
three feet of intestines hanging around inside her guts, they shit and piss the
same as us, they have no more brains than us, they are not special in any way,
and they certainly are not better than us blokes.
Yes, he was a rough cunt, he was a very down to earth sort of bloke.
He then added that girls do like the chance to speak to blokes but they are not allowed,
socially, to make the first move, if they do, they are considered as being too forward.
Many girls, he said, welcome a friendly chat with a bloke, and the thing to do, right from the
start, is to let the girl know that I am in control.
When I go into a café or public house, I am looking for a female that appears to be shy. I
avoid the loudmouth girls, they are a waste of time. Usually, a shy girl is very happy that a bloke
has chosen to speak to them.
He said even more, ‘I don’t put them on a pedestal, I start to talk dirty as soon as it is decent
to do so.
That way, I do not have to get all the ‘pedestal’ bullshit out of the way before I get to the
business, getting their panties down.
That made sense to me, and although I hated his guts, I knew that he was right.
A realist, my brother-in-law had spelled it out quite clearly that women were not to be put on
pedestals and worshipped as goddesses because they would think the less of me for doing that.

I now knew why I was not successful with women, I was too much of a Mr
Nice to them, and because of that, not looked upon as a possible sexual
partner.
As the years rolled by since then, I decided one day to finish with my wife, (a most caring
and lovely woman) and go out into the big wide world and get as much sex as I could get.
It was something that I needed to do, I needed to catch up on the sex that I never had when I
was younger.
It was a bit more than that though, it was an area of my life that was not fully developed and I
needed to fully develop that area because in effect, I was a sexual cripple.
I needed volume, I needed quantity, I needed massive numbers, I needed to fuck as many
women as I could because then I would have plugged up that big huge hole in my emotional life.
Yes, I put it on a war footing because to me, it was a war, and I was going to win that war. It
was a commitment that changed my life, for the better too.
As I write this, I can honestly say that I have indeed plugged up that emotional hole.
I now understand myself and I have identified what I like, what turns me on and what makes
me tick.
In fact, I have benefited enormously from deciding to get more sex. I am not so shy now, I
have vastly improved my social skills, I can talk to strangers now, and I have met hundreds of
very nice people on the way.
But most of all, I am happy with myself and I am proud of myself too, for having the guts to
do what I had to do.
Anyhow, I studied my atlas of the world, dismissed Amsterdam, thought South America
would have too many big spiders, ignored America completely and looked eastwards instead and
that’s how I chose Thailand as being suitable for the sexual purposes I had in mind.
I deliberately went to ‘prostitute city’, otherwise known as Pattaya which is in Thailand.
Over a twelve year period I had something like two thousand five hundred sexual
partners in Pattaya.
There probably was a few more but I arrived at that figure from memory and each one of
them helped me to sort myself out sexually and I am very grateful to them all.
Whilst it is known that I was dealing with bitches, what my brother-in-law had said all those
years earlier was true.
Forget the gift-wrapping, the pretty ribbons, the coloured bells and the sparkly stuff, girls are
just normal, just like you and me.
I must add here that three females helped me emotionally.
One in particular gave me a lot of information, best described under the following chapter
headings.
She wanted to improve my sex life, and told me about many things that most males in the
world will NEVER know about or be aware of during their life.
All of that information is now passed on to you.

Chapter One
How to Talk To Her
If you are having a problem talking to girls, then hopefully, this little e-book
will help you.
Communicating with the opposite sex can be a really heavy duty problem. This problem will
start to make you look at yourself, and I mean everything about yourself.
For some, it will be the main thinking area for the whole day and every day. It will be
constantly on your mind and as the days turn into weeks then months, you generally get no closer
to solving the problem of successfully connecting with girls.
Okay, we are designed to think about the opposite sex when we reach a certain age, but why
are some blokes successful with women and others not, that’s what you want to know.
Beginning with your physical self, you will study your appearance first and end up trying to
analyze your inner self, you.
You will most likely come to the opinion that you are not very good looking and that you
will never get the really good looking pretty girls because of this. You may try to justify your
lack of success on some facial feature.
Well that is totally wrong, because in every High Street in England, we have all seen really
ugly blokes with really beautiful girls. It seems to defy all normal explanation, so much so that
we stop and wonder why such a pretty girl is with such an ugly bastard.
You might blame your hair style or hair colour, or the clothes you wear, your shoes even, or
the way you walk or the way you stand. Maybe it’s your big nose, or your small nose, or your
mouth, or your eyes or even your ears.
Maybe it’s your spots, blackheads, whiteheads, pimples or acne, there’s got to be a reason
why girls don’t like you. It is a massive problem and as I said, it will occupy most of your time
and you will search and search until you think you have found the reason.
Once you think you have found the physical defect that seems to prevent your proper
communication with the opposite sex, you will hang on to that reason.
You may even resign yourself to thinking that you are unable to be successful with the girls
because of the reason you have discovered about yourself.
Rubbish, just remember those ugly bastards with those pretty woman, if they can be
successful, so can you.
So without dwelling on it, appearance has got very little to do with why a girl chooses to
team up with someone that is not very good looking or even downright ugly.
With that out of the way, we might start to convince ourselves that our physique might
indicate to a girl that we are not very well equipped below the waist. Well, I wouldn’t worry too
much about that either, decent girls rarely think along those lines anyway.
To continue …
What is the best way to talk to girls successfully.
You may have thought about calling a girl but were afraid you wouldn't know how to talk to
them or what to talk about. What things should you talk about, what conversation starter's work
and what are the words you should say.

You first need to understand a few things about girls. Most girls judge guys on their
impression of their personality so how you talk to girls is an important factor in their judgment of
you.

Yes, your personality will override many other factors, completely.
This is one huge reason that Geoffrey, my brother-in-law was so successful, I now realize
that.
Below you will find some helpful information that will give you tips and tricks on how to
effectively communicate with girls so that you can achieve your aims and desires.
The first thing you say needs to be more impressive than just "Hi". Girls have much higher
expectations that that. Many men get shot down because they don't use the right opening phrase
or they aren't creative enough with their opening lines with girls.
You want to say something that is unique and interesting and will make you seem like a
person who is worth talking to. You have to get a girl's attention with your opening line if you
want a girl to want to get to know you.
Don't say too much though, if you keep talking and talking to a girl, she'll lose interest.
Also, you don't want to talk to a girl for so long that she knows almost everything about you
and there is no mystery left. Girls like guys who are a little mysterious and want to learn more
about them. Girls are not so fond of men who tell them everything right away because they aren't
a challenge then. So it is important to keep your conversations short and remember that you
can say too much.
Try to avoid those awkward silences too. The biggest conversation killer when talking to
girls is an awkward silence where no one knows what to say next.
If this happens, girls are likely to assume that you are not very interesting and they will lose
their interest in you. Don't let the conversation lag or you will be written off by the girl and she'll
find another guy to talk to.
Practice in the mirror, and when those awkward silences arrive, have an interesting little
story ready to tell her, something sweet and cuddly, funny and with a happy ending.
So remember, don't talk for too long, you are better off having a short conversation and then
walking away when talking to girls. No matter how well the conversation is going and how
charming you think you are being, keep the conversation short.
When you walk away from the girl, you leave her feeling like she wants to learn more about
you. You need to be a challenge if you want girls to be interested in you and

that’s how to do it.
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